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Security protocols rely on cryptographic primitives in order to secure communications over insecure
networks such as Internet. They are an area of choice for applying formal methods: their design is
notoriously error-prone, security errors can have serious consequences, and they are not detected
by testing since they appear only in the presence of a malicious adversary. Proving that the
protocols are secure is therefore an important challenge. Two main models have been considered
in order to obtain such proofs:

• the symbolic model, so-called Dolev-Yao model, in which the cryptographic primitives are
black boxes represented by function symbols, the messages are terms over these primitives,
and the adversary is restricted to apply only those primitives;

• the computational model, in which the messages are bitstrings, the cryptographic primitives
are functions over bitstrings, and the adversary is any probabilistic polynomial-time Turing
machine.

The symbolic model facilitates automatic proofs, and was used in most automatic tools for verify-
ing security protocols. The computational model is more realistic, but until recently the proofs in
the computational model were manual. In this course, we will present techniques for automating
proofs of security protocols in the computational model. We will focus in particular on the tool
CryptoVerif [4, 5]. CryptoVerif is an automatic computationally-sound prover for security proto-
cols. It produces proofs presented as sequences of games, like manual proofs of cryptographers [1];
these games are formalized in a probabilistic polynomial-time process calculus. CryptoVerif pro-
vides a generic method for specifying security properties of the cryptographic primitives, which
can handle shared- and public-key encryption, signatures, message authentication codes, hash
functions, Diffie-Hellman key agreements, one-wayness. . . It can prove secrecy and authentication
properties. It produces proofs valid for a number of sessions polynomial in the security parameter,
in the presence of an active adversary. It also provides a formula that expresses the probability of
success of an attack against the considered protocol as a function of the probability of breaking
each primitive. We will illustrate CryptoVerif on two simple examples: the encrypt-then-MAC
scheme [2] and the Full Domain Hash (FDH) signature scheme [3].
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